
Top of the Food Chain

As you are moving through your territory you come across one of the other predators that live near by.

Most days you avoid each other. This time he stands there and challenges you. This infuriates you. This  

time you and your fellows will prove once and for all WHO is the TOP OF THE FOOD CHAIN.

Components  Provided:

12 pages of Terrain to be cut into 4x4 grids

5 Species Power Cards

1 Blank Card to experiment with.

1 Rules Sheet

Other Components Needed for play:

6 Types of tokens, One for each of the five Species plus one to represent Lairs.

Scissors to cut terrain pages into 4x4 grids.

2 Matched pairs of dice; one six sided die (d6) and one ten sided die (d10) make a pair.

Matching the color is an easy way to distinguish each pair for lair rolling.

A way to keep track of the decreasing health of you species.

Space to lay out a 16x16 grid.

A way to keep track of  the number of turns.

Object of the game

You play as one of 5 species of animals trying to become the Top of the Food Chain. This is achieved 

by attacking individual animals and taking over their lairs and thus making all the other animals 

extinct.



Setup

1.Pick your species and tokens: Wolf Pack, Puma/Cougar,Grizzly Bear, Alligator, Bald Eagle. Others 

will be introduced in expansions. 

2. Lay out your terrain tiles in to a 16x16 grid. You should have 8 extra tiles. Designate a corner tile to 

be 1,1.

3. Roll up your lair locations using the matched pairs of dice: 

a. Determine who likes animals and wildlife the most. That person starts placing Lairs, Animals, 

and has the first turn.

b. Designate which color will be the x-axis on the terrain grid and which will be the y-axis. 

c. Roll the dice and add the values rolled together.

d. Place your Lair with a token of your color below it if it is visible there or above it if not.

e. Pass the dice and continue the placing lairs.

4. In the Same order, take turns placing a number of animals equal to your Lairs and six for Wolfs.

5. In the same order, begin play.

Playing the Game

1. On your turn you may move any or all of your animals up to their Current Speed. 

Current speed is recalculated on each square, as modified by a Species's Special abilities and Terrain 

Effects.

Terrain Effects are:

Forrest: May attack birds.

Mountain: Reduce the speed by 1 of Animals, except those that have Flying Or Mountain Home. May 

attack birds.

Plains: Camouflage doesn't work. All animals gain +1 Speed.

Swamp: Non-Swimmer Species have their Speeds reduced TO 1. Camouflage doesn't work.

2. If you move an animal onto a space with another player's animal or Lair, you must choose whether to 

Attack or not. 

3. If you choose to Attack, you may choose to have other animals Reinforce your attack. Any 

movement required to get them to the space in Combat counts against their movement for that turn. 



4. After Resolving the Attack, and leaving your animal in the lair thus claiming it. you continue moving 

animals as normal and Attacking until all animals are done moving.

5. At the beginning of the player who began the game's turns keep track of the number of Rounds it has 

been. At the beginning of the fourth round before the player begins his or her turn, all players place 

additional animals on each of their lairs. Wolf players place one additional wolf in the same space as 

one of his other wolfs.

6.Play continues until only one player has all the lairs, and no other players have any animals left.

Notes:

When using Aerial Acrobatics and Camouflage to determine the 50% miss chance a coin could be 

flipped, Die rolled or any thing else that has an even 50-50 chance of failing.

Other Ways to Play

Start with neutral lairs.

No additional animals, double numbers placed at the beginning of the game.

Faster or slower additional animals.

Larger or smaller board.

Thanks for playing.

“Web”

William Ernest Balch


